Endogenous biological clocks are widespread regulators of behavior and physiology, allowing for a more efficient allocation of efforts and resources over the course of a day. The extent that different processes are regulated by circadian oscillators, however, is not fully understood. We investigated the role of the circadian clock on short-term associative memory formation using a negatively reinforced olfactory-learning paradigm in Drosophila melanogaster. We found that memory formation was regulated in a circadian manner. The peak performance in short-term memory (STM) occurred during the early subjective night with a twofold performance amplitude after a single pairing of conditioned and unconditioned stimuli. This rhythm in memory is eliminated in both timeless and period mutants and is absent during constant light conditions. Circadian gating of sensory perception does not appear to underlie the rhythm in short-term memory as evidenced by the nonrhythmic shock avoidance and olfactory avoidance behaviors. Moreover, central brain oscillators appear to be responsible for the modulation as cryptochrome mutants, in which the antennal circadian oscillators are nonfunctional, demonstrate robust circadian rhythms in short-term memory. Together these data suggest that central, rather than peripheral, circadian oscillators modulate the formation of short-term associative memory and not the perception of the stimuli.
Circadian clocks operate in organisms ranging from single-celled prokaryotes to humans. Intracellular circadian oscillators maintain 24 h cycles through circadian gene expression and autoregulatory, negative feedback loops (reviewed in Bell-Pedersen et al. 2005; Hardin 2005 ). Circadian regulation impacts almost every aspect of an animal's life including gene expression, enzyme activity, cell division, cell metabolism, as well as physiological and behavioral processes. Given the widespread effect of the circadian clock on physiology and behavior, it is not surprising that the circadian clock also affects learning and memory. In the past several years, circadian modulation of long-term memory formation has been observed in many invertebrate and vertebrate model systems including Aplysia (Fernandez et al. 2003; Lyons et al. 2005) , zebrafish (Rawashdeh et al. 2007 ), mice (Valentinuzzi et al. 2001; Chaudhury and Colwell 2002) , and rats (Rudy and Pugh 1998; Valentinuzzi et al. 2004; Hasher 1999, 2004) . More recently, investigations into the mechanism through which the circadian clock regulates long-term memory formation in Aplysia, have suggested that the circadian clock modulates memory formation in the presynaptic sensory neurons by regulating the induction of kinase activity and learning induced gene transcription (Lyons et al. 2006) .
In contrast, it is more difficult to draw conclusions about the impact of the circadian clock on short-term memory (STM). In studies emphasizing short-term memory or working memory tasks in humans, time of day appears to influence memory and performance (reviewed in Schmidt et al. 2007 ). Unfortunately, these psychological task studies can be difficult to interpret or to identify mechanisms of regulation due to the intertwined impact of sleep-wake cycles, time awake, and the circadian clock (Dijk and von Schantz 2005; Blatter and Cajochen 2007) . In animal models of learning and memory, including associative and nonassociative learning in Aplysia (Fernandez et al. 2003; Lyons et al. 2005) , contextual fear conditioning (Rudy and Pugh 1998) , and social memory in rats (Reijmers et al. 2001) , the circadian clock appears to have no effect on short-term memory. This apparent lack of circadian modulation on STM may be due to the nature of the learning task assayed (e.g., food-related behavior or defensive behavior), or to a masking of the role of the circadian clock caused by the protocol used in training. For most learning and memory studies, strong training protocols are used that induce robust, consistent levels of memory. It is possible that the strength of the training protocols obscured the role of the circadian clock on short-term memory. Indeed, masking of circadian modulation of memory by increasing the strength of the training protocol has been shown for contextual fear conditioning in mice (Chaudhury and Colwell 2002) and for in vitro LTP in hippocampal slices (Chaudhury et al. 2005) .
To rigorously analyze the impact of circadian regulation on short-term memory formation, we utilized the Drosophila negatively reinforced olfactory-learning paradigm (Tully and Quinn 1985) . In this paradigm, flies learn to associate an odorant (conditioned stimulus +, CS+) with an electric shock (unconditioned stimulus, US), such that the odorant becomes more aversive. The strength of the association and subsequent performance can be modulated by varying the number of pairings between the odorant and electric shock (Beck et al. 2000) . A single pairing of the CS+ and the US provides a modest amount of learning and memory formation, whereas 12 shocks paired to a single odorant will provide a performance plateau (Tully and Quinn 1985; Beck et al. 2000) .
We found that the circadian clock modulates short-term olfactory memory with peak memory levels in the early to midevening, and the lowest memory levels during midday in both light-dark cycles (LD) and constant darkness (DD). Circadian mutants for the core clock genes, period (per) and timeless (tim), failed to show any rhythms in STM. Circadian gating of sensory perception does not appear to underlie circadian modulation of STM as shock avoidance and olfactory avoidance behaviors were not regulated by time of day. Moreover, we determined that the circadian rhythm in STM appears to be modulated by central brain circadian oscillators and not the peripheral circadian clock in the antennae as cryptochrome mutants exhibited strong circadian rhythms in STM. Thus, this study represents the first description of the circadian regulation of short-term memory in a canonical genetic system.
Results
Circadian rhythms in short-term memory formation
As a first step in determining if time of day affected STM formation, we investigated short-term olfactory memory during light-dark (LD) cycles using two genotypes of flies, Canton-S and w
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. At six time points throughout the LD cycle, flies were trained for negative olfactory conditioning by pairing an aversive odor presentation with electrical shocks (12 shocks, 90 volts with 1-min odor presentation; Long Program). STM was assessed 3 min after training. Consistent with previous studies, training and testing were performed using dim red light. Flies 2-5 d old were exclusively used in our experiments to minimize potential differences in the level of memory formation between groups due to age. The concentrations of odors used were individually determined by genotype such that the distribution of naïve flies between the odors was balanced (data not shown). We found that both Canton-S and w 1118 flies demonstrated diurnal rhythms in short-term olfactory learning with peak memory (performance index, PI) observed at ZT 13 and ZT 17 (Fig. 1A,B) . Further analysis of the PIs derived separately for benzaldehyde and octanol as the CS+ (half-PIs) revealed that the equivalent diurnal regulation of STM formation occurred for each odor (data not shown), suggesting that responses to an individual odor were not driving the diurnal rhythm.
The difference in STM during the LD cycle could be attributable to either a role for LD cycles in modulating performance in this assay, or due to the regulation of olfactory learning and memory by an endogenous circadian clock. To distinguish between these possibilities, wildtype and w 1118 flies were trained and tested under constant dark conditions. In Drosophila, the circadian system functions continuously throughout all postembryonic stages, and locomotor activity rhythms of ''dark-reared'' adult flies can be set through larval entrainment to LD cycles (Sehgal et al. 1992; . Consequently, to ensure LD entrainment of very young adults, all fly stocks were cultured continuously in LD cycles during all developmental stages. For both genotypes, flies exhibited a robust circadian rhythm in STM on the first day of DD with peak performance indices observed at CT 13 and CT 17 (Fig.  1C,D 
Circadian rhythms in one trial learning
The above experiments demonstrate that the circadian clock modulates olfactory memory. The amplitude of the rhythm was Figure 1 . Circadian modulation of short-term olfactory memory. (A) Canton-S flies exhibited a significant diurnal rhythm in short-term olfactory memory (n = 8 groups per time point; one-way ANOVA F (5,42) = 9.01, P < 0.001; Tukey's post-hoc analyses P < 0.05 for ZT 1 vs. 13, ZT 1 vs. 17, ZT 5 vs. 9, ZT 5 vs. 13, ZT 5 vs. 17, ZT 17 vs. 21). Mean performance indices and SEM are plotted. White bars represent times in the light portion of the cycles, while black bars represent training and testing during the dark phase of the LD cycle. (B) w 1118 flies also exhibited diurnal rhythms in STM with similar peaks in performance observed in the early evening at ZT 13 and ZT 17 (n = 8 groups per time point; one-way ANOVA F (5,42) = 5.37, P < 0.001; Tukey's post-hoc analyses P < 0.05 for ZT 1 vs. 17, ZT 5 vs. 13, ZT 5 vs. 17, ZT 9 vs. 17, ZT 17 vs. 21). (C,D) Circadian modulation of STM. In DD, the circadian rhythms in STM became more pronounced with Canton-S flies exhibiting significantly greater levels of STM when trained at CT 13 and CT 17 (C, n = 6 to 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (5,36) = 10.30, P < 0.001; Tukey's post-hoc analyses P < 0.01 for CT 1 vs. 17, CT 5 vs. 13, CT 5 vs. 17, CT 9 vs. CT 13, CT 9 vs. 17, CT 13 vs. CT 21, CT 17 vs. 21), and for w 1118 flies significantly greater STM was observed at CT 13 and CT 17 (D, n = 7 to 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (5,38) = 12.98, P < 0.001; Tukey's post-hoc analyses P < 0.01 for CT 13 and CT 17 compared with all other time points). Gray bars represent training during the subjective day, while black bars represent training during the subjective night. (E,F) No rhythm in STM in circadian mutants. per 01 flies (E, n = 6 to 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (5,39) = 0.66, P = 0.65) and tim 01 flies (F, n = 6 to 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (5,33) = 0.84, P = 0.53) exhibited similar levels of STM when trained at different times throughout the circadian cycle.
significant, but modest. However, the 12 shock pairings used in the above experiments typically results in plateau levels of performance for 3-min memory (Tully and Quinn 1985; Beck et al. 2000) . If the circadian clock was affecting the strength of the association, a higher amplitude rhythm may be found with submaximal levels of training. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the effect of the circadian clock on olfactory memory using the more sensitive short program training protocol in which a single electric shock (1.25 sec, 90 volts) is paired with short (10 sec) odor presentation (Beck et al. 2000) . We found that Canton-S flies trained in LD with a single trial training protocol demonstrated robust STM with peak performance observed at ZT 13 and ZT 17 as previously found with the long program ( Fig. 2A) . Likewise, Canton-S flies trained on the first day of DD exhibited a highly significant circadian rhythm in olfactory memory with a similarly phased peak (Fig. 2B) . These results suggest that in the experiments shown in Figure 1 in which a 12 shock, long odor presentation was used for training, the magnitude of the circadian clock effect on olfactory memory was being partially masked due to the strength of the training protocol. These results also signify that the endogenous clock is most likely modulating the strength of the association formed.
We further investigated the circadian modulation of one trial learning by training flies on the third day of DD. Canton-S flies showed a significant circadian rhythm in STM (Fig. 2C) , although the amplitude of the rhythm was dampened compared with flies trained on the first day of DD. Potentially, the observed dampening of the amplitude with extended time in DD may be due to desynchronization or phase misalignment between circadian oscillatory neurons. If the circadian rhythm in olfactory memory is modulated by multiple groups of oscillatory neurons, either separately or jointly modulating aspects of the phase of the rhythm, then desynchronization between oscillators may result in weaker or dampened circadian rhythms as the peaks and troughs become less well-defined. Flies were not kept for more extended periods in DD due to the necessity of age matching flies between learning and memory experiments.
In constant light conditions (LL), the circadian system of Drosophila appears to be disrupted, as evidenced by arrhythmic locomotor activity (Konopka et al. 1989; Hamblen-Coyle et al. 1992; Power et al. 1995; Yoshii et al. 2005 ) and disrupted or dampened molecular oscillations in core clock gene expression (Price et al. 1995; Marrus et al. 1996; Qiu and Hardin 1996; Yoshii et al. 2005) . We next considered whether the rhythm in STM, as an output of the circadian clock, was also abolished in LL. We confirmed that under our LL conditions locomotor activity of wild-type flies was arrhythmic. We entrained Canton-S flies to LD, released them into LL, and assessed individual locomotor activity rhythms. As expected, 26 of 27 flies were arrhythmic when the second to seventh days of LL were analyzed. To assess the effect of LL on STM, wild-type flies were entrained to LD cycles, transferred to LL and then trained for olfactory conditioning using the single shock paradigm on the fourth day of LL. As predicted, no rhythm in STM was observed for Canton-S flies in LL (Fig.  2D ). Under LL conditions, the performance indices were intermediate to the peaks and trough levels observed for flies trained in DD.
The circadian oscillator does not modulate STM through sensory gating
The ability of the animal to form associative memories for classical olfactory learning depends upon the animal's perception of both the odor presentation (conditioned stimulus, CS) and the unconditioned stimulus (US), the electric shock. Potentially, circadian rhythms in either odor or shock perception, i.e., circadian gating of sensory perception, could underlie the observed rhythms in STM. Circadian rhythms in sensory perception have been reported for olfactory sensitivity in Drosophila, cockroach, moths, and mice (Krishnan et al. 1999; Page and Koelling 2003; GranadosFuentes et al. 2004 GranadosFuentes et al. , 2006 Silvegren et al. 2005; Rymer et al. 2007 ) and gating of light sensitivity in Drosophila larvae (Mazzoni et al. 2005) . Given the widespread circadian modulation of sensory stimuli, we tested whether the rhythms in sensory perception at the behavioral level under the conditions used in our experiments were responsible for the rhythms in short-term olfactory memory that we observed. We tested responses to the unconditioned stimulus by assessing shock avoidance for Canton-S and w Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on November 4, 2016 -Published by learnmem.cshlp.org Downloaded from flies at six time points during the light-dark cycle. Neither genotype exhibited significant time-of-day differences in their response to the electric shocks (Fig. 3) . Thus, it does not appear that underlying rhythms in response to the unconditioned stimulus are responsible for the diurnal rhythm observed for STM.
We next examined whether the circadian rhythm in olfactory memory was due to underlying circadian regulation of olfactory sensitivity. Circadian regulation of olfactory responsiveness in Drosophila has been shown through numerous electrophysiological studies of antennal responses by Hardin and colleagues, and more recently, at the behavioral level (Zhou et al. 2005) . Interestingly, circadian regulation of olfactory avoidance behavior appears to vary depending upon both the odor used and the concentration (Zhou et al. 2005) . Consequently, we investigated whether the circadian clock regulated olfactory responsiveness at the behavioral level for Canton-S and w 1118 flies with the parameters, i.e., odor concentrations and times, used to train and test flies for short-term olfactory memory. We found no significant differences with respect to time of day in the behavioral odor avoidance responses for either CS or w 1118 flies under the conditions used for training for short-term olfactory conditioning (Fig. 4) . The lack of a rhythm in odor avoidance behavior at the concentrations used for our STM experiments for benzaldehyde or octanol for either genotype strongly suggests that circadian regulation of olfactory sensitivity is not the underlying determinant behind the rhythms we observed in short-term olfactory learning. Moreover, the rhythms in olfactory sensitivity previously shown in Drosophila using electroantennagram recordings identify a narrow window of peak olfactory sensitivity around ZT/ CT 17 (Krishnan et al. 1999) . In contrast, we observed a much broader peak in olfactory memory with performance indices of similar magnitude observed at CT 13 and CT 17. Thus, the above experiments suggest that circadian modulation of olfactory memory occurs downstream from the flies' initial response to the conditioned and unconditioned stimuli. However, the previous experiments do not rule out peripheral antennal oscillators as the site of circadian modulation of olfactory memory.
Independent peripheral oscillators located in the antennae in Drosophila or in the olfactory bulb of mice are both necessary and sufficient for the circadian regulation of olfactory sensitivity or olfactory neuronal firing rate (Tanoue et al. 2004; GranadosFuentes et al. 2006 ). Although we did not observe any rhythms in our avoidance assays, the peripheral circadian clock in the antennae could regulate the rhythm in STM formation by differentially regulating neuronal firing rate or downstream signaling, etc., such that the strength of the associative memory formed was affected by time of day.
To definitively test whether the antennal circadian oscillator was necessary for the circadian rhythm in olfactory memory, we investigated whether circadian rhythms persisted in cryptochrome mutant flies in which the peripheral antennal circadian oscillators are nonfunctional, but the central pacemakers remain oscillatory. In Drosophila pacemaker neurons (central brain oscillators), CRYPTOCHROME (CRY), a flavin/pterin containing protein, acts as a blue-light photoreceptor and a component of the light entrainment pathway. cry b flies entrain to LD cycles and exhibit rhythmic locomotor activity under LD, DD, and LL conditions as well as maintaining molecular oscillations of core clock components in central brain oscillatory cells Stanewsky et al. 1998; Ivanchenko et al. 2001; Collins et al. 2006) . The situation in the central brain pacemaker neurons stands in stark contrast to the situation in peripheral oscillators in the antennae, Malphigian tubules, and the eye. In peripheral oscillators, dCRY acts as a circadian transcriptional repressor and a necessary component of the circadian oscillator (Ivanchenko et al. 2001; Krishnan et al. 2001; Hardin 2005; Collins et al. 2006) , similar to its role in the mammalian circadian clock (Kume et al. 1999; van der Horst et al. 1999) . In antennal oscillators, cry b mutants fail to show any rhythms in olfactory sensitivity (Krishnan et al. 2001; Hardin 2005) . Taking advantage of the differential role of CRY between central and peripheral oscillators, we used cry b mutant flies to test whether the antennal circadian oscillators were necessary for circadian modulation of STM. We entrained cry b mutants (in wild-type Canton-S background and w 1118 cry b ) to LD cycles, switched them to DD, and then trained them using the long protocol for olfactory conditioning on the first day of DD during the subjective day and during the subjective night. Surprisingly, the cry b mutants exhibited circadian rhythms in STM with similar amplitude and peak performance to control flies (Fig. 5) . Thus, the antennal circadian oscillator is not necessary for circadian modulation of olfactory memory. This strongly suggests that central brain pacemakers regulate the rhythms in short-term olfactory memory.
Discussion
Learning represents a change in an animal's behavior in response to particular events or stimuli. The extent of learning and the degree of memory formed can be modulated by factors both internal and external to the animal. Consequently, in order to understand the mechanisms through which memory formation occurs, it is necessary to characterize the factors which can modulate learning and memory formation. The circadian clock broadly impacts long-term learning and memory through several different mechanisms. First, classical time-stamping has been demonstrated in many species, and in many types of learning including conditioned taste aversion in crabs (Pereyra et al. 1996) , food foraging behavior in bees, and for learning in hamsters (Ralph et al. 2002; Cain et al. 2004) . In these cases, circadian time represents a feature of learning rather than a modulator of learning and memory. Second, disruption or phase shifting of the circadian clock adversely impacts memory. For example, circadian disruption results in decreased cognition and performance such as seen in chronic jet lag (Cho et al. 2000 ; Figure 3 . No rhythms in shock avoidance behavior were found. Groups of (A) Canton-S and (B) w 1118 flies were tested for shock avoidance behavior in an assay using the T-maze, in which flies were given the choice between an electrified copper grid tube and an identical inert tube for 60 sec. No significant time-of-day differences were observed for shock avoidance for either (A) Canton-S (n = 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (5,42) = 0.60, P = 0.70) or (B) w 1118 flies (n = 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (5,42) = 0.53, P = 0.76). (Tapp and Holloway 1981; Fekete et al. 1985) . Finally, the circadian clock modulates learning such that greater memory is formed or recalled at a particular circadian phase as has been well characterized in Aplysia and zebrafish (Fernandez et al. 2003; Lyons et al. 2005 Lyons et al. , 2006 Rawashdeh et al. 2007 ). In contrast, how time of day affects short-term memory is considerably less well understood and often dismissed as having little or no impact.
Nevertheless, circadian modulation of short-term memory represents an important area of research since short-term behavioral changes comprise a component of many operant-learning paradigms, and in humans, cognitive performance frequently relies upon short-term learning and memory. The present research significantly extends our understanding of memory modulation and provides the groundwork for future research by demonstrating circadian regulation of short-term memory using a classical learning paradigm in a genetically amenable model system. We have shown that the circadian clock modulates short-term olfactory memory in Drosophila with higher levels of memory observed in the early to midportion of the night. Moreover, the rhythm in olfactory memory is dependent upon circadian modulation of learning, rather than modulation of the flies' responsiveness to sensory stimuli. Importantly, we found that the antennal circadian oscillator does not affect the circadian rhythm in STM, suggesting that brain circadian oscillators modulate memory formation as an output.
Where is the central circadian clock that modulates memory formation? Investigations by many laboratories, using diverse techniques, have demonstrated that the mushroom bodies (MBs) represent a critical site necessary for olfactory learning (de Belle and Heisenberg 1994; Connolly et al. 1996; Zars et al. 2000; Dubnau et al. 2001; McGuire et al. 2001; Krashes et al. 2007 ). However, the intrinsic MB neurons do not contain circadian oscillators and no PER expression can be detected within the cell bodies of these MB neurons Houl et al. 2006) . Interestingly, the canonical circadian oscillatory cells, the small ventral lateral neurons that are sufficient to maintain circadian locomotor activity rhythms (reviewed in Hardin [2005] ), send projections with terminals near the MBs (Houl et al. 2006 ). Thus, the prospect exists that the small ventral lateral neurons may also, directly or indirectly, regulate memory formation in the MBs as an output behavior. Although beyond the scope of the present investigation, it will be important in future studies to individually evaluate the role of the different groups of central oscillatory neurons, including the small ventral lateral neurons, in circadian modulation of memory formation. Since the MBs are not circadian oscillators, we hypothesize that circadian modulation of memory formation in the MBs occurs through humoral factors such as neuropeptide release from nearby clock cells or circulating hormones.
How does the circadian clock modulate STM? The most likely mechanisms through which the circadian modulation occurs include: (1) circadian regulation of responsiveness to stimuli in sensory neurons, (2) modulation of stimuli strength or perception in neurons responsible for associative memory formation, and (3) modulation of memory formation. Recall or retrieval of the memory, although more often considered a site of modulation with respect to intermediate or long-term memory, could also be affected by the circadian clock.
We investigated whether circadian rhythms in sensory sensitivity were responsible for the circadian rhythm we observed in olfactory STM. Circadian rhythms in olfactory sensitivity have been well characterized in Drosophila (Krishnan et al. 1999 (Krishnan et al. , 2001 Tanoue et al. 2004 ) and in cockroaches (Page and Koelling 2003) . Furthermore, the circadian gating of sensory input or sensory sensitivity appears to encompass multiple sensory systems, as circadian pacemaker neurons in Drosophila larvae gate the sensitivity of larvae to light (Mazzoni et al. 2005) . In avoidance behavior assays, we found that neither avoidance behavior in response to electric shock nor to odor presentation was regulated by the circadian clock. It should be noted that in contrast to our results, Zhou et al. (2005) reported a low amplitude circadian rhythm in olfactory avoidance behavior to repulsive and attractive concentrations of 4-methylcyclohexanol in a similar assay. However, considerable differences exist between the two studies regarding the odors tested and the concentrations used. Most likely, under the conditions used in our experiments, the concentration of odors used for training was such that the odors were highly salient to the animals at all times of day so that no time-of-day effects were observed for odor avoidance. Additionally, in our experiments significant levels of STM were induced using both a short and long training odor presentation, suggesting that olfactory sensitivity or odor perception was not a factor. Therefore, we conclude that circadian modulation of primary sensory responses is not the principal mechanism through which the circadian clock modulates STM.
Nonassociative effects of stimuli presentation can affect the performance of flies within the olfactory-learning paradigm (Acevedo et al. 2007a,b) . Habituation or sensitization to a noxious stimulus could be regulated by the circadian clock so that while the same training protocol may be used at all times of day, the salience of the US or the aversive odor used as the CS+ may be different. Recent research has shown habituation to electric shock occurs in flies and is dependent upon and modulated by the MBs (Acevedo et al. 2007a) . Similarly, electric shock can induce nonassociative decreases in olfactory responsiveness (Acevedo et al. 2007b ). Furthermore, habituation of an olfactory startle response also occurs in Drosophila, although it remains unknown in what part of the olfactory circuit habituation occurs (Cho et al. 2004; Wolf et al. 2007) . If the circadian clock modulates habituation, to either electric shock or odor presentation, one would predict that a long training protocol would result in circadian rhythms of STM while a short training protocol, for which habituation should not occur, would not show a rhythm in STM. However, in our experiments, we found that circadian modulation of olfactory memory appeared much stronger with a higher amplitude circadian rhythm after a single trial learning protocol. These results suggest that the circadian clock is not modulating STM through habituation to the US or to odor presentation, but rather that the effect of the circadian clock was being partially masked in the experiments using a stronger training protocol.
We adduce that the circadian clock is modulating associative learning and memory, at least in part, by modulating the strength of the association during memory formation. Due to our experimental design and behavioral analysis of short-term memory, we cannot exclude the possibility that the circadian clock also affects memory recall. The availability of second messenger or downstream signaling cascades also may be regulated by the circadian clock as manipulation of the cAMP cascade has been shown to cause a reduction in STM (Nighorn et al. 1991; Han et al. 1992) . Although it is possible that the circadian clock modulates the stability of the memory, we find this scenario unlikely, since we were assessing three-minute memory in these experiments. In addition, in all experiments, the training protocols used induced significant STM with time of day modulating the magnitude of STM. As the study of circadian modulation of memory progresses in the future, it will be extremely interesting to determine whether the circadian clock affects middle-or long-term memory via modulation of memory stability or recall.
What is the function of circadian modulation of memory? Circadian modulation of long-term memory formation appears linked to the phase of the animal's activity period for both invertebrates and vertebrates. Given the increased exposure to sensory stimuli during active periods as well as behavioral activity such as food foraging or predator avoidance, there are likely advantages in coordinating learning with the phase of the animal's activity. For example, the diurnal Aplysia californica exhibits greater memory formation for associative learning during the day, while the nocturnal Aplysia fasciata is more capable at night (Lyons et al. 2005) . Likewise, early morning active snails exhibit higher scores in conditioned taste aversion earlier in the day compared with the afternoon (Wagatsuma et al. 2004 ). Examples of higher levels of long-term learning correlated with activity period are also seen in vertebrate animals including zebrafish, mice, and rats (Valentinuzzi et al. 2001 (Valentinuzzi et al. , 2004 Rawashdeh et al. 2007 ). Thus, the emerging picture of circadian modulation of long-term memory formation indicates that this is a widespread phenomenon conserved across phylogeny as well as types of learning. On the other hand, circadian modulation of short-term memory formation appears to be a less widespread phenomenon highly dependent upon the type of learning behavior assayed.
Initially, one might be surprised by the phase of the circadian rhythm in olfactory memory with peak levels of STM seemingly occurring during the flies' resting or sleeping periods. Sleep in Drosophila exhibits many of the characteristics as sleep in higher organisms including circadian cycling, homeostatic regulation, sleep rebound, preferred posture for rest, and a state of decreased responsiveness to external stimuli (Hendricks et al. 2000; Shaw et al. 2000; Huber et al. 2004) . Indeed, consideration of the role of sleep in learning and memory may be further warranted by the dual regulatory function of MB neurons in both sleep and olfactory memory. Recent studies have demonstrated that ablation of the MBs or changes in neuronal activity within the MB neurons result in reduced sleep or altered sleep characteristics (Joiner et al. 2006; Pitman et al. 2006) . However, Drosophila sleep occurs in a fragmented, bout pattern (Hendricks et al. 2000; Shaw et al. 2000; Huber et al. 2004) . Consequently, it would be erroneous to state that the peak levels of STM we observed occur while the flies are sleeping, as sleep bouts occur throughout the Figure 5 . Cryptochrome mutants maintain circadian rhythms in olfactory memory. Flies were entrained to LD cycles, transferred to DD, and then trained for olfactory conditioning using the 12 shock long protocol. cry b mutants exhibited circadian rhythms in STM with similar amplitude and peak performance to control flies. (A) Canton-S and cry b flies (n = 6 to 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (7,42) = 19.91, P < 0.001; Tukey's posthoc analyses P < 0.01 for CS CT 5 vs. CT 17 and P < 0.01 for cry b mutant flies CT 13 and CT 17 compared with all time points at which cry b flies were tested). (B) w 1118 and wcry b flies (n = 6 to 8 groups per time point; ANOVA F (7,45) = 12.20, P < 0.001; Tukey's post-hoc analyses P < 0.01 for w 1118 CT 5 vs. Ct 17 and P < 0.05 for wcry b flies at CT 13 and CT 17 compared with all other time points at which wcry b flies were tested).
Circadian regulation of memory www.learnmem.org day and the night albeit with a greater amount of sleep occurring at night. Thus, while it will be of considerable interest in future studies to compare MB regulation of sleep and MB regulation of olfactory memory with circadian activity, we do not think that interruptions in sleep underlie the circadian rhythms we observed in short-term olfactory memory. Although the broad peak in Drosophila short-term olfactory memory does not appear to coincide with the more narrow peak in locomotor activity as observed in the laboratory, there may indeed be a link between circadian regulation of activity and olfactory memory. Drosophila males in isolation display biphasic crepuscular behavioral rhythms with activity peaks in the late day/early evening and then a second peak of activity in anticipation of dawn. However, Drosophila heterosexual couples display much different activity rhythms with low activity near dusk and then high levels of activity throughout the night with increased courtship (Fujii et al. 2007 ). Social context also has previously been shown to influence circadian resetting (Levine et al. 2002) , and group composition may affect the phase of circadian locomotor activity or rest-activity cycles. During our olfactory learning assay, the flies were housed, trained, and tested in groups of ;50. Hence, these animals would not be expected to behave as flies in isolation, but rather as flies in a social context. With little information available regarding activity rhythms of natural populations, groups of flies may exhibit broad peaks of activity including both increased locomotor activity around dusk and increased activity and courtship throughout much of the night, similar to that found in heterosexual couples (Fujii et al. 2007 ). Presumably, there are advantages in increased olfactory memory with regard to both higher levels of locomotor activity and courtship behavior. Selective pressures related to these increases in nighttime locomotor activity and courtship may have shaped the circadian rhythm with the broad nighttime peak observed in short-term olfactory memory.
On the other hand, it is possible that the circadian rhythm of olfactory memory is not regulated through the enhancement of memory performance at night, but rather through the regulation of the trough phase of the rhythm. From this perspective, olfactory memory may be suppressed during the day when locomotor activity levels are fairly low, with decreases in memory formation evolving when and to the degree that the organisms could tolerate. In our experiments in which flies were trained and tested after several days in DD (Fig. 2C) , the dampening in the amplitude of the rhythm appeared to be due to an increase in the trough levels of olfactory memory. If coordination between multiple oscillatory neurons regulated suppression of short-term memory formation, then it is likely that desynchronization between oscillatory neurons may lead to increased memory formation during the trough phase of the rhythm. Thus, potentially the same selective pressures that shaped the trough phases in the circadian rhythms of locomotor activity and olfactory sensitivity have also effected the trough phases of circadian modulation of olfactory memory.
Insight into the function of the circadian rhythm in olfactory memory may be gained through analysis of how the circadian clock regulates a suite of coordinated or interlinked behaviors and rhythms. In either of the above scenarios, the presumption is that the circadian clock is modulating the peak or the trough phase (or both) of the rhythm in olfactory memory in coordination with circadian regulation of locomotor and social activity. In future studies, it will be interesting to analyze interacting behaviors to determine how alterations in the core circadian oscillator, e.g., in short-period or long-period mutants, affect the phase relationship between different behaviors and circadian rhythms.
Alternatively, the rhythm in short-term olfactory memory may be associated with rhythmic environmental events or a predators' circadian cycle as has been suggested for the rhythm in olfactory sensitivity (Krishnan et al. 1999) . Recently, researchers at Vanderbilt University demonstrated that olfactory memory in the nocturnal cockroach Leucophaea maderae is modulated by the circadian clock with a similarly phased peak in performance (Decker et al. 2007) as that shown here for Drosophila. The phase similarity of peak performance between the studies is intriguing given the differences in the activity profiles between the two model systems, and gives credence to the possibility that the phase of the rhythm in olfactory memory is not dependent solely upon the animal's locomotor activity cycle. Future investigations in this area of research will undoubtedly further our understanding of how the circadian clock regulates output behaviors and may also uncover previously unknown environmental or ecological pressures that could be mitigated by increased short-term memory formation in the early-mid portions of the night.
Circadian modulation of cognitive performance, in addition to interrelated imbalances in sleep-wake homeostasis, can have tremendous impact in many occupations including shift-work, the medical profession, and the transportation industry. This study represents the first demonstration of circadian modulation of short-term memory in a genetically tractable model system, and sets the stage for future studies investigating the molecular and cellular mechanisms through which the circadian clock modulates short-term memory.
Materials and Methods
Flies were raised on cornmeal, sucrose, and yeast agar at 25°C in 12:12 h light/dark cycles. Zeitgeber Time (ZT) 0 represents dawn (lights on), while ZT 12 refers to dusk (lights off).
Classical olfactory conditioning
Classical olfactory conditioning and avoidance behavior testing was performed under dim red light at 25°C as previously described using a T-maze apparatus similar to other studies (Tully and Quinn 1985; Ferris et al. 2006) . Briefly, young flies (2-5 d old) were trained in groups at different times of the light-dark cycle or under constant conditions. Experiments during the dark portion of the cycle or under constant conditions were performed under dim red light with flies never exposed to bright or white light following the entrainment period. In most experiments, flies were trained using a long program in which the unconditioned stimulus consisted of 12 electric shocks (1.25 sec, 90 volts, 1 min) delivered through a copper grid simultaneously with exposure to the CS+ odor. After odor/shock presentation, flies were exposed to fresh air for 30 sec, followed by a 1-min exposure to the CSÀ odor. Flies were then exposed to fresh air for 30 sec and then transferred to the main part of the T-maze for one minute. For STM testing, flies were exposed to a choice between odorants in the T-maze for 2 min.
3-Octanol (Fluka brand from Sigma-Aldrich) and Benzaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) were diluted in 10 mL of light mineral oil (Sigma) and then air was bubbled through the odorant into the Tmaze. Airflow was maintained at 500 mL/min for all procedures. Odor concentrations for each genotype were determined by odor balancing such that naïve flies when presented with a choice evenly distributed between odorants.
The performance index was calculated by counting the number of flies choosing the CSÀ tube and subtracting the number of flies in CS+ tube and then dividing that number by the total number of flies in both. All experiments were run in duplicate mazes with the odor used for the CS+ alternated between mazes and between experiments. The one-half PI was calculated for each maze and then averaged to determine the PI for the experiment. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine time-of-day effects for all behavioral assays with Tukey post-hoc analysis. P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
In olfactory avoidance assays, flies were exposed to individually presented odors through one arm of the T-maze apparatus with fresh air bubbled through mineral oil flowing through the other arm of the T-maze at different times in the light-dark cycle. The odor avoidance response of the flies was calculated similarly to the performance index described above.
Analysis of locomotor activity rhythms
Locomotor activity of adult male Canton-S flies was monitored as previously described (Tanoue et al. 2004; Benito et al. 2007 ). Flies were entrained in LD cycles at 25°C for 3 d and then transferred into either LL or DD. Locomotor activity was monitored continuously during entrainment and then for the second through seventh day in constant conditions using Drosophila activity monitors (Trikinetics). Activity data was analyzed by periodogram analysis using the Fly Activity Analysis Suite (FaasX, version 0.7.1; M. Boudinot, Center National de la Recherché Scientifique-Institut Neurobiologie Alfred Fessard). Flies showing a minimum power of 10 and width of 2 in periodogram analysis were considered rhythmic.
